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Abstract

One of the key elements in the prediction of thermoacoustic oscillations is the determination of the acoustic response of flames
as an element in an acoustic network, in the form of a flame describing function (FDF). In order to obtain a response, flames often
have to be confined into a system with its own acoustic response. Separating the pure flame response and that of the system can be
complicated by the non-linear effects that the flame can have on the overall system response. In this paper, we investigate whether
it is possible to obtain a flame response via the usual methods of dynamic chemiluminescence and pressure measurements, starting
from an unforced system with incipient self-excitations at a given frequency fs, in the form of a stabilized flame at atmospheric
pressure with a 700 mm tube as a combustor. The flame is forced at discrete frequencies from 20 to 400 Hz, away from the
self-excitation, and the response of the flame is measured using OH* chemiluminescence. This response was compared to a flame
response measured in a short tube with no other excitations.

The results show that both the gain and phase can be entirely dominated by the behavior of the self-excitation, so that in general
it is not possible to extract reliable gain and phase information as if the forced and self-excited modes acted independently and
linearly. Although the gain in this particular case was not significantly affected, the phase information of the original flame became
dominated by the triggered self-excitation. Boundary conditions and systems used for flame acoustic forcing therefore need to be
carefully controlled whenever there is a possibility of self-excitation.
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1. Introduction1

The principles that give rise to thermoacoustic oscillations2

in combustors have been known for over a century [1], but3

the methods of prediction of both the frequency and amplitude4

of such oscillations continue to be developed. Over the past5

twenty years, significant advances have been made in the use of6

nonlinear methods for quantitative prediction [2–6]. The over-7

all behavior of the system has been shown to be reasonably ac-8

curately captured by a combination of acoustic network model-9

ing, nonlinear flame describing functions (FDFs), and in some10

cases, entropy describing functions [7]. These functions are the11

gain and phase in heat release rate or entropy, respectively, due12

to the change in another scalar, typically the acoustic velocity13

perturbation.14

Significant work has therefore been devoted to developing15

methods for measuring FDFs in a variety of flames. Most ex-16

perimental rigs involve a method for forcing the input, typically17

via a loudspeaker or siren, while the flame response is mea-18

sured via chemiluminescence of OH* or CH*, which have been19
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shown to correlate linearly with the rate of heat release in pre-20

mixed flames [8, 9]. Experiments by Ćosić et al. [6] and earlier21

by Schuermans et al. [10] showed that it is also possible to ex-22

perimentally obtain FDFs by measuring the transfer functions23

of acoustic waves across a flame via use of the multiple micro-24

phone method (MMM). These results were shown to approxi-25

mate well the flame transfer functions (FTFs) measured using26

chemiluminescence under premixed conditions. Although the27

method requires an estimate of the post-flame temperatures, the28

key advantage is that it enables the measurement of FTFs un-29

der partially premixed conditions, where chemiluminescence30

measurements may be unreliable. The method demonstrated by31

Ćosić et al. [6] was deployed in a well controlled experiment at32

atmospheric conditions, with variable length sections both up-33

stream and downstream of the flame. Previous work by Schuer-34

mans et al. [10] also used the same method in a high pressure35

combustor with a nearly anechoic (non-reflecting) downstream36

boundary. In many practical situations, however, such ideal37

conditions may not be produced, as it is often laborious and ex-38

pensive to invest in large facilities with controlled boundaries39

at high pressure, or with long extensible moving sections.40

In those situations, self-excited oscillations at a particular41
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frequency may develop naturally at selected operating condi-42

tions, as a result of the nonlinear combination of boundary and43

operating conditions, and the very FDFs one wishes to mea-44

sure. Such FDFs have in the past been extracted using high45

pressure facilities [11, 12], even though a self-excited instabil-46

ity was present in the system at a particular frequency range.47

Previous work by Balusamy et al. [13] showed how forced os-48

cillations under these conditions can excite or suppress natu-49

ral self-excited oscillations. Experiments by Balachandran et50

al. [14] showed nonlinear interactions between two forcing fre-51

quencies, and the work by Schimek et al. [15] demonstrated the52

effect of forcing a system off its natural frequencies, but neither53

group compared their results to that of a system that was not54

self-excited. Finally, work by Moeck and Paschereit [16] and55

Bothien et al. [17] offered a comprehensive analysis of non-56

linear interactions of multiple modes based on existing models57

of system nonlinear dynamics and control, offering a number58

of explanations for the findings in [14, 15], and demonstrated59

the use of active changes in boundary conditions to control the60

onset of oscillations. In the present experiments, we consider61

the question of whether and how the response of a flame at the62

forcing frequency is affected by the presence of low level self-63

excited oscillations, to understand how these may affect mea-64

surements of flame response function in realistic systems.65

2. Experimental setup66

Experiments are performed on an axisymmetric swirl-67

stabilized burner (Fig. 1), which has been used before to study68

the forced response of stratified flames [18] and the interac-69

tion between forcing and self-excitation in premixed flames70

[13, 19, 20].71

For this paper, premixed flames are created by mixing air72

and methane, both metered with mass flow controllers (Alicat73

MCR series, ± 0.2% FS). This reactant mixture is split into74

two streams that enter the mixing plenum via either a gradu-75

ated bypass valve, or via a siren. The siren consists of a sta-76

tor and a rotor, whose rotational speed determines the forc-77

ing frequency, as controlled by a variable-speed motor (EZ78

motor Model 55EZB500). The forcing amplitude is indepen-79

dently controlled by varying the opening of the graduated by-80

pass valve.81

The mixing plenum is 1000 mm long and consists of two82

concentric tubes (diameters: 15.05 and 27.75 mm) and an ax-83

isymmetric centerbody (diameter: 6.35 mm). The downstream84

ends of both tubes are aligned flush with the end of the center-85

body. For flame stability, two axial swirlers are mounted in each86

annular section. Each swirler has six swirl vanes, of thickness87

0.5 mm, aligned at 45◦ to the flow. Downstream of the burner88

exit is the combustor, which consists of a stainless steel base89

plane and an optically accessible fused-silica tube of 94 mm di-90

ameter. Both a short tube (150 mm) and a long tube (700 mm)91

are used during the forced experiments. The exit of this tube92

is at ambient conditions. For certain flame conditions, the long93

combustor geometry supports thermoacoustically self-excited94

oscillations at the fundamental (longitudinal) mode of the tube.95

No self-excited oscillations are observed for the short tube.96
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Figure 1: Schematic of the swirl-stabilized turbulent premixed burner. BV:
bypass valve, PT: pressure transducer, PMT: photomultiplier tube, HWA: hot-
wire anemometer

These oscillations are examined by measuring the dynamic97

pressure in the mixing plenum with two pressure transducers,98

mounted upstream (Model 40BP GRAS), at 70 and 50 mm99

(PT1,2) upstream of the combustor inlet. From these, the acous-100

tic velocity fluctuation upstream is calculated using the two-101

microphone method (TMM) [21]; the TMM velocities are pro-102

portional to but lower than those measured using hot-wires 20103

mm upstream of the combustor inlet under non-reacting condi-104

tions, as the latter include further turbulent disturbances arising105

from the swirler boundary layers.106

Chemiluminescence of excited OH* is measured using a107

photomultiplier tube (PMT, Thorlabs model PMM01) fitted108

with a bandpass filter (308 ± 10 nm). The chemiluminescence109

emission has been assumed to be proportional to the total heat-110

release rate [9, 22, 23]. At each test point, the pressure and111

PMT data are sampled at a frequency of 8192 Hz for 4 s on112

a data acquisition system (National Instruments, BNC-2111),113

resulting in a spectral resolution of 0.25 Hz and a temporal res-114

olution of 0.122 ms. All of the experiments are performed at115

ambient temperature (Ta = 293 K) and atmospheric pressure.116

The spatial distribution of heat release rate is examined by117

capturing OH* chemiluminescence images of the flame using118

a high-speed CMOS camera (Photron FASTCAM SA1.1) fit-119

ted with a gated intensifier (UVi2550-10S20, Invisible vision),120

an objective UV lens (Nikon Rayfact UV-105 mm f/4.5), and121

a bandpass filter (FGUV11, Thorlabs, 275-375 nm). The in-122

tensifier converts the UV signal of OH* chemiluminescence123

around 309 nm to visible signal linearly over a wide dynamic124

range, which is then amplified and acquired by the high-speed125

CMOS sensor. At each test point, a total of 4096 images are126

acquired with an exposure time of 50 µs, a frame rate of 2000127

frames/second for long tube experiments and a frame rate of128

8000 frames/second for short tube experiments with an im-129

age resolution of 896 × 752 pixels. These images are then130

post-processed by subtracting the background noise, by phase-131

averaging to generate line-of-sight Abel inverted images of the132

flame structure.133
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Table 1: Operating conditions
Parameter Case 1 Case 2
u (m/s) 5 10
Q (kW) 6.8 13.6
fs (Hz) 161 ± 4 190 ± 3
u′/u (%) 1.2 ± 0.5 6 ± 1.5
p′/p (%) 0.01 ± 0.005 0.1 ± 0.03
q′/q (%) 1 ± 0.4 4 ± 0.8

3. Results and discussion134

3.1. Interaction between forcing and self-excitation135

Tests performed without forcing show several unforced op-136

erating conditions capable of supporting self-excited instabil-137

ity. We focus on two of those operating conditions: Table 1.138

For both conditions, the equivalence ratio is ϕ = 0.8 and the139

system exhibits self-excited limit-cycle oscillations at a natural140

frequency ( fs) that is lower than the expected frequency of the141

quarter-wave mode based on the combustor length at adiabatic142

temperatures, indicating coupling with the inlet duct.143

The system is forced over a range of frequencies, but the in-144

teraction between the forcing and the system means that the145

achievable forcing amplitudes vary with frequency according146

to the joint modes of the inlet tube and combustor, as shown147

in Fig. 2. There are peaks around 40, 180 and 400 Hz during148

self excitation. These are close to the modes found during cold149

operation in the short tube, which are at 60, 160 and 380 Hz,150

which are chosen for scans of the flame response at different151

forcing amplitudes. These frequencies are selected for further152

analysis.153
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Figure 2: Summary of the forcing amplitudes (A ≡ u′/u) and forcing frequen-
cies ( f f ) investigated for both low power (u = 5 m/s) and high power (u = 10
m/s) case. At each f f , A is varied from minimum to maximum.

Figure 3 shows the power spectrum of pressure and heat154

release rate for the operating cases considered. The ampli-155

tudes are changed across the range and frequencies shown in156

Fig. 2. The spectral characteristics have been analysed us-157

ing several algorithms, including Hilbert and Welch. However,158

the most unambiguous representations were obtained using the159

FFT (with symmetric Hanning window of 32768 width) algo-160

rithm, as shown in Fig. 3. At low power (u = 5 m/s), the un-161

forced oscillation at 161 Hz is just about detectable, but is trig-162

gered by forcing at 60 Hz forcing at an amplitude A=0.05 into163

a stronger self-excited oscillation at a slightly higher frequency.164

As the forcing amplitude increases, however, the system transi-165

tions from a periodic self-excitation to a quasi-periodic oscilla-166

tion at the highest forcing amplitude, showing the combination167

of the two frequencies. The heat release fluctuations reflect the168

pressure changes, but their relative magnitude of the forced and169

self-excited perturbations are very different.170

For forcing at 160 Hz (middle column), the self-excitation171

at 161 Hz becomes coherent with the forced mode, leading to172

system resonance and excitation, which shows up on the heat173

release rate as well as pressure. Finally, for the weaker avail-174

able forcing at 380 Hz, the subharmonic of the forcing (at 190175

Hz) triggers the self-excitation near 161 Hz, which moves up176

to the subharmonic frequency of 190 Hz, and produces an ex-177

tra peak corresponding to the difference of 30 Hz between the178

subharmonic and the original self-excitation. Only the subhar-179

monic appears to be present in the heat release plots.180

Both the triggering and suppression behavior, as well as the181

frequency shift towards the right, have been discussed in [13]182

as being characteristic of non-linear model oscillators. In the183

present context, it is clear that (a) part of the energy input to the184

forced oscillation is diverted into lowering the self-excitation at185

the natural frequency, so one might expect that the forced be-186

havior in the presence of a self-excitation should lead to lower187

flame response, and (b) an initially weak self-excitation can be188

triggered into a strong self-excitation, and this may affect the189

measured flame transfer function in systems that initially dis-190

play no inherent oscillations.191

At high power (bottom rows, u = 10 m/s), we see behavior192

similar to that at low power for both 60 and 160 Hz forcing193

frequencies, but the 380 Hz subharmonic now appears to sup-194

press the self-excitation at 195 Hz when the forcing amplitude195

is large, with the 380 Hz component itself becoming more pro-196

nounced.197

At high power (bottom row, u = 10 m/s), the incipient self198

excitation at 195 Hz is stronger at zero excitation. Forcing at199

60 Hz triggers a much stronger excitation as measured by the200

pressure, albeit not reflected at the same magnitude in the heat201

fluctuation plot. Further increases in amplitude then suppress202

the self excitation, down to much lower levels. At 160 Hz forc-203

ing, we have a noticeable self-excitation which is completely204

suppressed with the addition of forcing at 160 Hz, which is205

not far from the self-excitation. Finally, at 380 Hz the self-206

excitation is again suppressed by the harmonic frequency at207

190 Hz. This suppression has been discussed in previous pa-208

pers, and explained in the context of non-linear system behav-209

ior [13]. Similar behavior is also noticed by [16] in the context210

of an analytical model for two-frequency forcing. In that pa-211

per, it is highlighted that this behavior is well known in control212

theory, and extensively used to control nonlinear oscillators by213

injection of high-frequency open-loop signals.214
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Figure 3: First and second row: u = 5 m/s. Third and fourth row: u = 10 m/s. Left column: f f = 60 Hz, middle column: f f = 160 Hz, right column: f f = 380 Hz.
Top and third row: Normalized spectrum of pressure signal P1: each division is 0.05%. Second and bottom row: Normalized OH* chemiluminescence spectrum
q′/q: each division is 0.05. Forcing amplitude A as indicated. The dashed red line indicates the frequency of the emerging self-excitation in the absence of forcing,
based on pressure. The dotted green line indicates the forcing frequency as determined from the pressure traces. (Figure is provided in color online.)
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3.2. Flame Describing Functions215

The response of the self-excited system under various forc-216

ing frequencies is captured as relative fluctuations in the heat217

release for a given velocity fluctuation, and the corresponding218

gain and phase difference between them (Fig. 4), where the fre-219

quency is varied in steps of 20 Hz and the siren bypass flow220

varied from minimum to maximum. The size and color of the221

markers indicate the forcing amplitude (A).222

Considering the velocity oscillations for a sweep of siren fre-223

quencies in the low power case (5 m/s, top), we observe that the224

system resonances appear at 40, 180-190 and 400 Hz, as noted225

in (Fig. 2), and we recall that the system self-excitation appears226

at 165 Hz, which is pushed to a higher excitation of 180 Hz227

after triggering.228

The intensity of the heat release at the forcing frequency rate229

largely mirrors that of the velocity. For each frequency, the230

increase is approximately linear for most frequencies. At the231

lowest intensities, the resulting gain oscillates, with peaks and232

troughs below 200 Hz, and a highly nonlinear gain at the trig-233

gered excitation around 180 Hz – clearly we are taking the over-234

all gain at the frequency where both excited and forced frequen-235

cies contribute, so even a small velocity amplitude forcing is not236

necessarily related to the very large gains observed. The gain237

reaches an apparent node around 200 Hz, then recovers up to238

260 Hz before decaying again at higher frequencies. The phase239

increases continuously from a phase difference of π at zero fre-240

quency, with a slope corresponding to the time delay between241

reference velocity and flame centroid, up to 180 Hz, where a242

sudden change in phase takes place, hopping by about π as the243

frequency sweeps the resonance.244

At high power (u = 10 m/s), the self-excitation frequency245

appears around 195 Hz. Unlike the low power case, in which246

the major changes in behavior take place at 180 Hz, and the247

self-excitation frequency is at 165 Hz, the sudden change in248

behavior appears around the self excitation frequency of 195249

Hz, and the flame response at f f = 200 Hz is not included in250

those plots, as it exceeded the limits of the system operation.251

Again, we can see that the system behaves differently depend-252

ing on whether it is forced above or below its self-excitation253

frequency: at low frequencies, the gain decreases up to 100 Hz,254

oscillating up and down to around 180 Hz. The phase rises from255

π at zero frequency up to almost 2π around 200 Hz, again with a256

slope with frequency corresponding to the acoustic delay time257

between excitation and flame, where it experiences a sudden258

change in phase of around π, again, then recovering back to a259

the same constant slope at higher frequencies.260

3.3. Long Tube vs. Short Tube261

Figure 5 shows the heat release rate, gain and phase for in-262

creasing forcing amplitudes at the selected frequencies of 60,263

160 and 380 Hz for which curves of gain as a function of am-264

plitude for the current experiment, and the corresponding val-265

ues for the short tube, non-excited case. Values are shown only266

for the higher power case, as extracted from the values in Fig.267

4. The lower power case (u = 5 m/s) shows similar behavior,268

but the pattern is not as pronounced. The gains in the self-269

excited case (long tube) are lower by 35-130% than those in270
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Figure 4: FDFs obtained for the long tube. Top: Forcing amplitudes. Second:
normalized heat release fluctuation. Third row: gain. Bottom row: phase dif-
ference in multiples of π. The size and color of the markers indicate the forcing
amplitude (A) as indicated in the top rows of low power and high power cases,
respectively. (Figure is provided in color online.)
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Figure 6: FTFs obtained for the long (solid circles) and short (open squares)
tubes for (left) u = 5 m/s, and (right) u = 10 m/s. Top: gain. Bottom: phase
difference in multiples of π.

the non-self-excited case (short tube), while the differences in271

phase between the two cases vary from 0.12π at 380 Hz to 0.50π272

at 60 Hz (recall that the phase is wrapped at 2π). The largest273

percentage gain differences occur for 160 Hz forcing, which274

is close to the self-excitation frequency of 195 Hz. These also275

correspond to the largest changes in relative phase (0.95π). Sig-276

nificant changes to the flame shape are observed when forcing277

around this frequency [13].278

Finally, we consider the effect of the self-excitation on the279

FTFs, which are examined over the entire range of forcing fre-280

quencies at the lowest forcing amplitudes, both for the short281

and long tube (Fig. 6). An extensive discussion of the shape of282

the short tube transfer function is available in Ref. [20]. There283

is clearly a significant difference between the transfer functions284

obtained with self-excitation (long tube, LT) and without self-285

excitation (short tube, ST), for the low and high power case.286

In the low power case (left, u = 5 m/s), for the short tube287

without self-excitation, the gain increases from around unity to288

1.8 at 200 Hz, and then decreases with increasing frequency,289

whilst the phase increases at approximately constant rate ex-290

cept around 180 Hz, where it dips slightly. Such dips in gain291

creating a node and change in phase are usually associated with292

the interference of two time scales, here most likely between293

the acoustic and swirler transfer function [19, 20]. The gain in294

the self-excited long tube case varies significantly from that in295

the short tube, with different values at low frequencies, and a296

significant decrease past the location of the resonant frequency.297

The phase difference between heat release and velocity is298

even more affected by the self-excitation. In the short tube, the299

phase difference rises with frequency from a small phase, with300

a constant slope representing the phase delay between velocity301

and heat release rate for the self-excitation. The triggering of302

the self-excitation in the long tube creates a different phase of303

π at low frequencies, which is followed by a rise at the same304

slope as the short tube case, up to around 180 Hz, where there305

is a sudden phase change as the forcing frequency sweeps the306

self-excited frequency. Beyond that point, the phase gently in-307

creases at a similar slope as the case of the short tube without308

self-excitation.309

The overall behavior seems to indicate that the low frequency310

behavior of the flame is very much affected by the incipient311

excitation around 165 Hz, even if the forcing is taking place312

0o
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300o
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M
ea
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Figure 7: Phase-averaged Abel inverted chemiluminescence images for high
power case (u = 10 m/s) forced at 60 Hz. (a, b) short tube, (c, d) long tube.
(a, c) A = 0.1, (b, d) A = 0.2. Top row: time-averaged images. Only the upper
half of the deconvoluted images are shown. The intensity is displayed in linear
pseudo color scale with white denoting the highest intensity and black denoting
the lowest. The intensities of images are normalized based on the maximum of
each image sequence. (Figure is provided in color online.)

at a much lower frequency. The triggering observed in Fig. 3313

affects the behavior of the system significantly, so that the two314

forcing components (from the self-excitation and the forcing)315

cannot be considered independent. The very different phasing316

shows that the pressure and heat release fields also change in317

the presence of self-excitation, leading to significantly different318

characteristics.319

At high power (Fig. 6, right), the differences caused by self-320

excitation are even more dramatic. Both the gain and phase321

are significantly changed from the original short tube values,322

although the slope of the phase remains between the two cases,323

indicating a constant time delay between forcing and excitation.324

The largest change in gain, which is accompanied by a sudden325

change in phase, arises near the self-excitation frequency of 195326

Hz: as the forcing frequency sweeps past the self-excitation327

frequency, the gain remains constant in the self-excited case,328

whereas the FDF obtained in the short tube increases in the non-329

self-excited case (short tube).330

The phase behavior can be observed by considering the331

chemiluminescence images of the short and long tube cases,332

both excited at 60 Hz, at a given A (Fig. 7). In the short tube333

Figs. 7 (a), (b), we have a thin flame brush, which is excited334

only slightly by the axial forcing. The long tube flames (Figs.335
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7 (c), (d)), are more distributed, and rather immune to excita-336

tion at low intensities. At the higher forcing intensity of 0.2,337

the flame is deformed in a rather different pattern than the short338

tube case, with more distortion in the radial direction, and a339

different pattern for the centroid location.340

These contrasting behaviors of the system in the presence341

or absence of self-excitation clearly indicate that two commen-342

surate (or even initially incommensurate) excitations cannot in343

general be considered to operate independently. As pointed344

out by [16], the growth of one oscillation can be suppressed345

in the presence of a faster growing mode. Further, the presence346

of self-excitations clearly affect the effective boundary condi-347

tions experienced by the system by changing the phasing of348

the excited velocities. In the present case, even incipient self-349

excitations can be triggered, leading to different behavior than350

in the case of an isolated system. This behavior is analogous351

to that of non-linear model oscillators with energy added at fre-352

quencies that are resonant or away from resonance – but the353

complex behavior requires thinking beyond the simple linear354

models.355

4. Conclusions356

The question posed in this investigation is whether, in ther-357

moacoustic systems with incipient or existing self-excitations358

at a given frequency, it is possible to obtain appropriate gain359

and phase information by applying forcing away from the self-360

excitation frequency. The experimental investigation is made361

by varying the forcing frequency and amplitude in the presence362

of a self-excitation in an open tube containing a premixed flame.363

The results show that both the gain and phase can be entirely364

dominated by the behavior of the self-excitation, so that in gen-365

eral it is not possible to extract reliable gain and phase informa-366

tion as if the forced and self-excited modes acted independently367

and linearly.368

The consequences for measurements in confined systems is369

clear: even in the absence of self-excitation, confined systems370

can develop a self-excitation triggered by non-resonant forcing,371

leading to a modification of the system response to the forcing.372

Measurements of FDFs and FTFs in confined systems there-373

fore need to be carefully controlled for potential triggers and374

additional frequencies, whenever there is a possibility of self-375

excitation. In particular, the use of multi-microphone meth-376

ods, which require long tubes for placement of pressure probes,377

may create opportunities for self-excitation, which may affect378

the results, unless the boundaries are non-reflecting or carefully379

controlled, and the possibility of extraneous self-excitations has380

otherwise been eliminated.381

On the other hand, this study also highlights the complexity382

of real systems, and the emerging opportunities for changing383

the overall system response by controlling systems that can ex-384

change acoustic energy, modify the phases and trigger or sup-385

press instabilities. Future work on the identification and analy-386

sis of such non-linear systems is clearly needed.387
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